
1 Problem Set 6

6.4
Use equations 6-9 and 6-10 to calculate and plot ID (VD, VG) at 300K for an Si JFET with a = 1000Å,
Nd = 101gcm�3, Z = 100µm,L = 2µm. Allow VD to range from 0 to 5V and allow VG to take on the values
0, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5V

6.5
Use the field dependant mobility expression to calculate and plot ID (VD, VG) for the Si JFET described
in problem 6.4 for gate lengths of 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2 and 5 µm and a gate voltage of 0V. The field dependant
mobility model of equation 8-12 takes the form:
µ(✏) = vd

✏ = µ0

1+(µ✏/vs)

where µ0 is the low field mobility (as given in figure 3-23) and vs is the saturation velocity (107cm/s).
Assume that ✏ = VD/L and assume that the drain current saturates when it reaches a maximum. Discuss
the advantages of having a short gate length device.

6.7
Show that the width of the depletion region in figure 6-15 is given by equation 6-30. Assume the carriers
are completely swept out within W , as was done in section 5.2.3

6.8
Find the maximum depletion width, minimum capacitance Ci and threshold voltage for an ideal MOS ca-
pacitor with aa 2nm gate oxide (SiO2) on p-type Si with Na = 1018cm�3. Next, include the e↵ects of flat
band voltage assuming an n+ polysilicon gate and fixed oxide charge of 5x1010q (C/cm2).

6.10
Use equation 6.50 to calculate and plot ID (VD, VG) at 300K for an n-channel Si MOSFET with an
oxide thickness d = 100Å, channel mobility µ̄n = 1000cm2/V � s, Z = 10µm,L = 1µm and Na of
1014, 1015, 1016, 1017cm�3. Allow VD to range from 0-5V and allow VG to take on the values of 0,1,2,3,4,5V.
Assume that Qi = 5x1011q (C/cm2).

6.11
Calculate the VT of an Si-p-channel MOS transistor for an n+ polysilicon gate with silicon oxide thickness
= 20Å. Nd = 1x1019cm�3 and a fixed charge of 2x1010q (C/cm2). Is it an enhancement or depletion mode
device? What B dose is required to change the VT to 0V? Assume a shallow B implant.

6.13
Redraw figs 6-12, 6-13 and 6-15 for the p-channel case (n-type substrate).

6.14
Calculate the VT of a MOS capacitor where we deposit high-k gate dielectric, HfO2, whose relative dielectric
constant is 25 on a novel p-type semiconductor whose electron a�nity is 4eV, band gap = 1.5eV, relative
dielectric constant=10 and intrinsic carrier concentration is 1012cm�3. The gate is made of a metal whose
work function is 5 eV, gate oxide thickness is 100 Å and NA = 1018cm�3 and that has a fixed oxide charge of
5x1010q C/cm2. At VT what are the electron and hole concentrations at the oxide-semiconductor interface
and deep in the substrate? Sketch a labeled band diagram normal to the surface at VT , and mark o↵ the
relevant values on the basis of the numbers given.
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Sketch the low and high frequency C � V characteristics of this capacitor and explain the di↵erences. How
would the characteristics changeat large negative gate bias if we doubled the oxide thickness? How about if
we double the substrate doping?

6.18
For a long channel n-MOSFET with VT = 0.7V , calculate the VG required for an ID (SAT) = 0.1mA and
VD (SAT) = 5V . Calculate the small signal output conductance g and the trans conductance gm (SAT)
at VD = 7V . Sketch the cross-section of this MOSFET and schematically show the inversion charge and
depletion charge distributions for VD = 1, 7, 11V . Re-calculate the new ID for VG � VT = 3V and VD = 4V .

6.19
Calculate the VT of an Si n-channel MOSFET for a gate to substrate work function di↵erence �ms = �1.5eV ,
gate oxide thickness = 100Å, NA = 1018cm�3 and fixed oxide charge of 5x1010q C2, for a substrate bias
of -2.5V. At VT , what are the electron and hole concentrations at the oxide-Si interface and deep in the
substrate? Sketch a labelled band diagram normal to the surface at VT , showin the Fermi potential.
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